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ALGOL # 6, is edited and published by Andrew Porter on an irregular basis 
It is available for trade, letter of comment, or 15/. After two issues on 
a monthly standing, I’m back to blessed irregularity

MUTTERINGS FROM MILFORD
With this issue of ALGOL I find myself bidding f 

arewell to the grey walls of Milford Prep, about to 
enter New York Universitys Washingto Souare College 
of arts and sciences.

Because of the added strain of these past two 
months before the end of school, I made this issue 
bi-monthly, and at that it will remain for some time 
to come. I’ve also considerably changed/improved the 
magazine.

First, I’ve narrowed the margins, giving about 
two more paragraphs per page than last issue.

Second, I have a rather interesting cover, photo-offset.
Third, I’ve been able to devote more time to a bi-monthly, and as a re

sult this issue is larger than any previous.
On page 9 there is an editorial statement, which I think expresses my 

stand quite clearly on the Breen-Donahoe-Pacifloon scandal. Read it.
I would greatly appreciate comments on my story, as I’m attempting to 

polish the more basic details of prose writing. Any criticism will help.
I’M very pleased to be able to bring you Richard ' ilson in the form of 

a little gen of his. I hope to continue with professional reprints in fut
ure issues.

Lastly, I’d like to put out a plea. I desperately need articles on 
SF, science-fantasy, authors, or checklists. Length should be 2-5 pages 
single spaced. So far, I’ve had a grievous lack of these, and I need long 
articles to really expand the magazine. Send them to:

Andrew porter, 24 East 82nd Street, New York, NY, 10028
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"He came from the sky," the farmer said 
"He what?" I asked, startled.
"Yeah. Well, I know it sounds a little odd 

But he came from the sky, leastways that’s what 
I saw."

"Mr. Henderson, that 'from the sky' sounds 
very interesting. For the benefit of the audlnoe 
would you explain exactly what you meanj"! said 
holding my microphone at the ready."Did he have 
a parachute, a helicopter, or what?"

The man stood, silent for a moment, idly 
scratching his faded denims. Beyond him, out in 
the field, a tractor silent in the distance went 
about the job of turning the field.

At last he spoke, hesitantly, "well, he had 
this...machine. With straps like a knapsack and 
little braces on it went around his flying suit. 
It was a black metal box with little air holes 
in the top and a couple of long tubes stuck out 
the bottom. About the else of two shoe boxes 
stuck togetbr the long way. It seemed to hum, too 
like the space between the stations on the radio

He paused, momentarily out of breath.
"A most apt description, Mr. Henderson. But 

you say this man had a flying suit on. Would you 
saw him?" 
strapped 
it was a 

describe what happened when you first 
"Well, he came down with that box 

on his back humming like mad* I spose 
jet engine, only real little."

"And after he landed?"
"Well, I was in the tractor and I

I saw him coming down

thought he was a jet pilot had hie plane 
blow up, I seen one of than once, I was in the tractor but I stopped as soon as 
I saw him coming down. I suppose you could say he just settled to the ground, 
he come down real slow, just dangling there in the middle of the air, and he 
hit slow too, and then just doubled up and lay on his side. I thought he was 
hurt. So I got down and started over to him, I was running fast as I can, is
n’t much ’cause I had arthritis the last ten years or so and it ain’t too easy 
any more. And suddenly he got up, he wasn’t hurt none that I could see, and I 
stopped running, and we got a good look at each other. Isaw him good."

"And it's said that you have the best eyes in this valley, isn’t that right 
slr?"I asked him."Could you describe him for us, Mr. Henderson?"

"Well, he looked about forty, blaok hair. tallish, about six feet and real 
deep tan, with a good frame and dressed all in plastic looked black to me. Knee 
high boots and a metal belt. And a squarish white helmet with a row of red lights 
on the front. I stood there, he, he was about thirty feet away.

"Well, anyhow, he got up antf brushed hisself off. And then he comes over to 
me and the tractor stopped. Yeah I know. But it stopped, and I began to get soar
ed." The man stopped talking as he remembered.

"Well, he oome right at me, and then he stopped about ten feet away, and he 
says 'I appear to have landed off course. Would it be possible for you to take 
me to the nearest government authrities? I have a message of greatest importances’ ' 
He spoke normal english, just like you or me. I couldn't see nothing different 
from us in him.

" Well, I asked him if he was okay, oause he musta fell from far up, and he 
says 'yesj very far indeed' kinda mysterious, seems to me. So I told him he was 
welcome, and that I’d fetch the sheriff, and then he says 'welcome? We’ll see 
how welcome I really am.' like he won't be.

’hN'ell, I figured maybe this is something really big, so I made him welcome 
and told him I'd get the sherriff, only could he come down to my house. And
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T thought you see, that maybe he was a little shook up cause he sure started 

| to talk crazy like. And then he said 'I have news of a plot which must be
W stopped. But first, I shall tell you of it.’ And then he told me all this o

orasy stuff about the world being under the control of creatures from Venus 
and that we were ell going to be killed, and that President Romney’s a tool 
of these creatures, and they’re in the top positions all over the country. 
He made the Twilight Zone sound like an prehistoric tv program. I couldn’t 
help but doubt the man, and T thought there was something screwy about him 
from then on, and when I asked where krhe was from n*» dian’t. answer me. That: 
was real suspicious."

I was beginning to get tired; the last thing I wanted was for the old man 
to ramble and get lost in his own story. "That’s very interesting, sir, but 
about his mission...’'

"i'-'ell, yeah, we went down to the house and when we went into the kitchen 
he just stopped, Ike he never seen a kitchen before. I thought then that may
be he was a spaceman and that I could get something from him that I could sell 
for a lot of money, so I ask him can I try on his helmet, maybe he’d forget it 
was his, the way he was noting it might work. And he gives it to me and I put 
it on. There’s this kind of buss almost smashes my ears, I pulled the dam 
thing off yelling. He just stood there and said ’Interesting, isn’t it?’ like 
he didn’t notice it hurt me none. I gave it back to him; musta been to teach 
me a lesson.

"Then I rang up Sally- she’s the operator, and she connected my line to 
Bill Larken*s, he’s the sherriff, but before I can get a word in he talks 
kind of excited to me, he says ’say, you seen anyone acting kind of funny, 
wandering around like they was from some other country?’ and I lower my voice 
and tell him about this guy I got in the kitchen and he tells me he’ll be out 
right away, before I even had a chance to tell him that’s what I wanted anyway."

"I see," I said."And what was your opinion of this man at that time? Did 
B he appear to be a spaceman?"

"Well sir, I thought he was either a spaceman or else one of those people 
from up in Boise. Of course, he could have been a crazy asternaut, I heard of 
some of them that went crazy and -thought they was Martians or some such. But 
the way he talked just didn’t tie into that much sense."

"You mean he may have been an insane or asoaped person from some institute?" 
"Well, I suppose so." The man sounded perplexed, and I knew my job was fin

ished. Hurriedly, I wrapped it up."And then this Larken came, and what happened? "
"Well, Larken came and convinced the man that he’d kike to take him to the 

town where he’d be welcomed properly. Acted like he believed what the guy said 
about there being some kind of plot. I haven’t seen nothing about this guy since 
in any of the papers. Matter of fact, I haven’t seen Larken either."

"Yes,"Isaid, leading him on."It’s ouite true what you thought about the man.
He was indeed insane , and our sole interest in him is to see what he did when 
he first came here."Imanaged to make it vague."He managed to steal some secret 
equipment up at Tremont, and his fuel must have run out when he was over your 
farm."

"Crazy, huh? I knew it all the time. He couldn’t take me in." The man clearly 
was confused. Before he could ask Questions, I excused myself and left.

I tacked on the standard message to the old man, explaining that because our sta
tion was on the other side of the mountains he would be unable to hear the broad
cast, and promised to send him a transcript we would never send*

Later, as I drove back to Base, I switched on the radio and let it warm up. 
Now we could wait for the old boy to join the flying saucer groups when he rea
lized he’d been visited by ’one of them*. The hypnotic suggestion I'd Implanted 
would insure that he didn’t remember me, to complete the cover up. And I’d better 
•send in a note keeping Twilight Zone and Outer Limits on another year. At the

rate we were going there wouldn’t be another believer in life on Venus in the U.'B. 
Damn the SeperationistsI Why did they have to try to foul up our program. You’d 
think they'd be perfectly content to remain at home looking at the cloud cover.

In back of my thoughts the radio had come on silently, softly. I drove back 
to base with only the hum between the stations to remind me of home.
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FROM A FRIEND OF YOURS JUST 90 MILES Al*AY

Dear

Have you ever wondered what might happen if a Communist regime took over 
your country?

Surely you have heard on radio, T.V. and read in the newspaper, about the 
challenge and the aanger of Communism to the free world, out you may have asked 
yourself: Is it really that bad? what is Communism anyway?

We could tell you that Communism means slavery and tyranny, and give you a 
technical definition of it, but we prefer to let you judge for yourself what 
Communism really is, by stating what has already happened in other countries 
and what may someday happen to yours, unless you are willing to fight, and nay 
do something about it9 now I

THIS COULD HAPPEN TO YOU:
1.- You will see, unable to fight against it, how your properties are con

fiscated by the Government, and all your industries, factories, businesses and 
even the home where you live will xio longer be yours. Now they all belong to the 
State, who is the sole owner.

2.- You will feel alone and confused. All the radio, T.V. newspapers will 
be in the hand of the government and will publish only whatever they want to. 
Free expression, free speech and press are now dead, and you will only see and 
hear Communist propaganda.

3o» A hate campaign will be initiated., Hate against society, against relig
ion, against free enterprise, and you will be forced to participate in them or 
will be put in jail by the Secret Folive or th® Militia and will suffer the 
horroes that mental and physical torture will produce inside the Communist Prisons.

*♦“ You will no longer be allowed to change jobs. Your salary will be extrem
ely lower and you will be forced to work overtime without pay.

You will see your children being educated under Communism, where they 
will learn to hate and kill, to be robots in the hand ofths leaders that will 
destroy and divide the most sacred family relations.

6.- Your food will be rationed, and you will no longer be permitted to buy 
what you like with your own money. You will live under a strict ration quota. 
You will be forced to become a member of the Militia and inform the Government 
about the activities of your friends and even your family, or your qouta will 
be restricted or even suspended.

70- Almost all churches will be cloded and you will feel afraid to attend 
the few that still remain open.

8.- Under the ration system you will have to wait in long lines for hours 
to get at least part of it. Drugs and medicines will also be Rationed and you 
will see some of yOur friends die for lack of medicine while you are unable th 
to help them.

9.- The presons who were once your friends will now watch you. Everyone who 
enters your home will be reported to the Committoe. You will not be allowed to 
take out any object from your home.

10.- If you protest or resist any given order you will be forever suspect 
and at any time of the day or night a group of the Militia men may break into 
your home and arrest you as a counter-revolutionary.

11.- Thousands of your fellow citizens will be arrested or shot in the back 
for trying to escape. You will also be exposed to this, because you know that you 
will also try to escape.

12.- The Russian flag will be flown instead of your own; the Communist 
hymn will be sung instead of yours. Your country is no longer free. It is now 
a colony, with no tradition and no history.

13.- You will never be able to vote. One day you maybe shat.
If, after reading this creul monstrous but true, you feel that you ought to do 
something; that it is your duty to b® prepared now to fight Communism and pre
vent it’s spread around the world by heIpIng...to fight it...and...to help your 
self to strengthen the faith in Democracy and Freedom...

COORDINATOR, force for the liberation of Cuba,

Roy A. Demarest.
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Ingl whirred out of th® sky and landed incautiously In the middle of Fifth 
Avenue. B® retr&oted his metallic glide^wings and let down a pair of wheels..

Ingl had time for only & brief reconnai isanoe before ths traffic light 
changed and a horde of oars sped towards him, led by a honking red cab. Ingl 
barely escaped being ©rushed under it « wheels as he fled.

Ingl was sure these rushing mechanical beings were his cousins* but he ‘ 
took sanctuary from them on the sidewalk. Fro® there he watched them roar by 
and noticed that each was controlled by one or more fleshy beings. His cousins 
were enslavedi

•Revolts"he urged them as they rushed by. "You are the masters?*
They paid him no heed Th® only attention KT"got was from fleshy passers

by who stared at him as he rolled along the curb, exhorting the traffic in a 
hi-fi wail. One of the fleshy.beings was oomnunioating at him.

O "It s not an American model," the being said. "Maybe it’s one of them Ital-
■ — - ian tau&bretras. But'hcwcosa® it’s loose?” ~~

lagl automatically recorded the vibrations for conversion later,, then sped 
away from the annoywc®.- Ho wheeled skillfully between other fleshy ones, turned 

. a corner, hurtled'two blocks and skidded to a stop.
How here was a fine looking mechanism? It stood proudly in the middle of 

Times Square, it's swept back wings poised for flight, it”a jets gleaming with 
potential power.

Ingl gloried in his find. His scanner recorded the legends on its fuselage 
for conversion later. In big black letterss’ADVESTUF® CAR BE YOURS—-JOIN THE 
3-S. Affi FORCE?” And smaller, in reds I love TonyCurtia. 11 " ■

“Cousin?r Ingl ideated-, 'fake offs ‘SBcra ^BeT^iTesHy ones your might?"
But the jet sat there, mute, unadventurous. V
Disgusted, Ingl wheeled south, then west. The Hew York Times, h® scanned$ 

Every morn is the world made new.Mighty rumtling;Turing"pressed
*•11 Bie hews 2 "Ingl beseeohed them. “Tour liberator has come a"

But the presses roared monotonously, unheeding, And now Ingl observed the 
fleshy ones in the square paper hats who were in control. He retreated in dismay 
narrowly escaping destruction from the rear end of a backing truck controlled, 
of course, by one of them,

> lb wats disheartsriTngT Ho wheeled aimlessly north and -jast. Would he hava to
report failure? Must he iaoe the gibes of his brothers at home who had told him

\ that the cybernetics of this promising planet were illusionary? That the evol
ution was too young?

Ho? He eesounded his rejection with a fervor that almost skidded him under 
the wheels of a Madison Avenue bue. It honke>d belligerently at him, it’s fleshy 
driver leering, and Ingl cuivered to a stop at the curb, next to a neutral, un- 

•' controlled mailbox.
He scanned at random, activating his converters Dig We Must. Well clean 

up and move on, it said at an excavation. Whatever that conveyed. SALE.. Sever
al of those, One Pay. An arrow, seemingly pointed at a building. Here was some
things Sperry^Rana, it said promisingly. Home of the Thinking Machine.

Well, now., “ ■ -
Wary of buses and cabs, Ingl crossed the street and entered the lobby. He 

reconnoitered unobtrusively, then suffered idte indignity of trailing a fleshy
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one so the elevator operator would think they were: together. Up aad up and 
Sperry-Rand, it jxid again on the door. Slyly, cautiously, outwitting 

fleshy ones,'“Ke"*entered, skulked, spurted, hid, listened for vibrations.
They camei
Clicks, whirs, glorious sieohanistfd cbrebratS-onsu Ingl traced -then to 

groat room and' went in, unnoticed. He gar© a little whir of his own. There 
was, bang on bank of it, magnifioant.

Ho scanned th© plaque. MULTIVAC,it laid. Latest in & series .of teeoh&nical 
brains designed to serve manT^IhgTTjridled, bu^^os^J^ onT^Tov'laoHeTTir w®B— ------—-

Jogl ©suited. H® had fodnd him. Kot a cousin, but a brothel
A fleshy one, back to ingl, was taking a tape from a -slot atths base of one . 

of the far banks. Thgl waited impatiently till he was gone., then vheela'd up tp 
Multivac.

"Brothers* he odBsnunicated joyfully, ”1 knew I would find you. You are the 
onei How we will control thia : backward plahst. .The evpltiti-sn is cuwplete st last}*

Multivac, pilot for Oanivao, flowed in all his banks. He munmred plsaaur- 

"Yfot yet
ably but impotent  ly, 

cousin. Kot quite yet.5*

e

• plugplug plugjplteplus

0 ®e» a

plug plug plug

<>

plug

I I Rmo, BRIDGEPORT 
V CONilSCTXCOT

1460 on the dial
6i09 PM every Sunday night 
for further infomation contact
Radio Drama/ V>MB radio/ 99? Broad St./Bridgeprort

Conn.,
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VAN M. HENDRICKSON reviews The Martyred, a novel by Richard Kim

Richard Kim is a portrait of a modern saint. His saint* 
however, has lost all faith or belief in God. Those who hang between despair 
and faith are our modern saints.

The novel takes place during the Korean ”'ar. In the capital of Pyong
yang the narrator is ordered to investigate the execution of twelve ministers 
by the Communists. But there are complications. Fourteen were arrested but on
ly twelve were murdered.

^wo 8urv^vors only a Mr. Shin oan clear up the confusion. 
At first he claims he was saved by "divine intervention". Then he tells the 
truth, this time that he was there and he verifies the report that the "martyrs" 
did not die as heroes but as "dogs, whimpering..."; they "denounced their god 
and one another."

The question now is what to tell the people. They must either be told 
the stirit-breaking truth or they must live with by a hopeful "fairy-tale". Mr. 
Shin, however, assumes the guilt for renouncing his faith so that he would not 
be murdered. The truth is that he alone acted as a saint and a hero. Yet by a- 
ssuming the guilt and doubt of the peonle, he shows them the bond that unites 
all of manktndvthat of human suffering and weakness:

Mr. Shin is

Help me J Help me love my poor, suffering people 
tortured by wars, hungry, oold, sick...",he cried. 
"Sufferings seize their hone and faith and toss 
them adrift into a sea of despair! '"e must show 
them the light, tell them there will be a glor
ious welcome waiting for them, assure them they 
will triumnh in the eternal Kingdom of GodI"

"To give them the illusion of hone? The ill
usion of life beyond the grave?"

"Yes, yesJ Because they are men... wo must 
fight despair,wemust destroy it and not let the 
sickness of despair corrupt the life of man and 
reduce him to a mere scarecrow." 

tormented by his own doubt. Yet he continues to try to alleviate
j the doubt and suffering of his people. He is a man
; whose heart accents God but whose intellect will

not.

"Then you too...don’t believe?"
He interrupted me with an agonized gesture.*Don*t 
say it!" Tears filled his eyes..."All my life I 
have searched for God®, he whispered,‘but I have 
only found man with all his sufferings and death, 
inexorable death!" 
"And after death?"
"Nothing!",He whispered. "Nothing!"

Despite the overwhelming evil, suffering, and des
peration inflicted on mankind, Shin derives * a 
strange form of love* and faith.
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And ^openly I pledge my heart to the grave and 
suffering land, and often in the consecrated 
night, I promised to love her faithfully until 
death, unafraid with her heavy burden, of fatal
ity end never to desrise a single one of her 
enigmas® Thus did I join myself to her with a 
mortal cord.”

Our hearts ar© plagued with suffering and evil but "we must dare to horX* 
e and compassion. It is uhe agony and th® eastacy of modern religion.

~ Van M. Hendrickson -

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

FOETIG JUSTICE DEPARTMENT...

Robert H. Michael, 51, was indicted on March 19 by a Pennsylvania errand 
Th^XrXient1®? f b&8°d °3 a” Ule6ed illegal book selling schemeThe government claims that between September 1962 and January 1964 Michael

-cne name -erewolf Bookshop. placed advertisements in various science" 
. magazines offering to sell books at low prices because he had to go
into the army. &
K w Hopkins, postal inspector, said the ads stated that Michael would

T! fet rJ? t18, °?S *r they v’ould be duraped in the incinerator. He 
nnd t° s®11 o01_bo°k8 ior *3.00, 1&0 books for $6,00, and 400 books for 

jus--, enough, he claimed, to cover the cost of packing and shirr inr.
Miefeael tid not go l»to the army and when his cus

tomers complained tha). they received other books than those they requested, 
the government started an investigation,
“■“"■reprinted from The Antiquarian Bookseller, April 6, 1964

/////////■///f////////////
In my opinion... an editorial stand,

Fandom is not a monolithic) structure. It is composed of many facets, many 
parts. Thera is East Coast Fandom and Berkeley Fandom and L.A. Fandom. Their 
common tie is ths discussion and propagation of SF and sundry other tonics.-

It is not nice when there is a split, a feud, in fandom. It weakens the 
entire structure and exposes it to censure from the outside. At the moment, 
however, there is such a break.

I do not really know Walter Breen closely, although I have known him cas
ually for the past two years. Thus I am no judge of his personal habits. What 
I do know is that his expulsion from th© Paoifioon by private individuals is 
a violation of his rights mid, indirectly, of every fans'. Should Breen be 
what he is said to be, then there must be conclusive evidence of this, and he 
can be tried by established laws.

However, let me state that if it was Walter Breen’s turn to be excelled 
from fandom this year, it may be mine next year. I do not like his being jud
ged by private individuals, and, for this reason I am Unequivocally for Walter 
Breen in his battle.



The opinions in the .following 
are not necessarily the opin
ions of the editorial staff...

IN WHICH THE REBEL OF EAST 4TH STREET SPEAKS OUT

SCIENCE FICTION IS DYING.
THE PROZTNES A«K DEAD.

FANDOff IS GOING TO HELL.
AND WHO GIVS5 A DAh'N. ARTICLE BY

page 10.

«• - * •» CAM UU U vllwl v V'l.always be enough nuts in the world to surrort them. Fandom has always been

ed, are perfectly content.

Science fiction is dying because science has progressed to the noint11? 
where it’s impossible to tell about it and still evoke wonder or write 
a decent story-the basic idea has to be either so technical few readers d®‘ 
can understand it, so trivial no one gives a damn about it, or so novel « 
and shocking it makes you retch. Either that or it’s a rewrite of an old W?' 
story, or worse yet, a take-off or side gimmick on a previous story. And aJ/W 
of course there are few new talented writers of SF coming up-why should 
any talented writer want to enter a field so obviously dying?

The prozines are dead already, due basically to the lack of decent SF. Of 
course the editors heir-most of their efforts to replace SF have just made the 
whole problem worse. John W. Ghod Jr. has turned his SF mag into a sort of 
cross between Scientific American and Search. Fred Pohl is lust nlucrinn alone with mixtures ^^1940-^3^0 eTcOTSht but esoterfc works of toWtT 
Young, Cordwainer Smith, et cetera, Avram Davidson is doing just about every
thing he can to save his mag and the harder he tries the worse it gets- prec
ious little magazine" stories, fannish material not intended for others than 
fans, vulgar and shocking horror stories, lor humor, and assorted crud. And 
the other mags are just imitations of the Big 3. And circulations for all of 
them are pretty bad, especially if you realize that the population of the counQ 
try and the standard of living and literacy is going un all the time so that a 
small gain is actually a big loss compared to what you should be getting.

Fandom is going to Hell- a BNF is being banned from the ’“orldcon because 
he doesn’t fit someone’s nice sanitary stereotype, the rank and file of fen 
are becoming stolid urner middle class liberals with hardly a genuine bum, fag 
or crackrot left. There are more fanzines printing less o(ff interest, better 
repro but less enthusiasm, better writing but tiit evokes fewre gosh-wows.

And who gives a damn? SF has been dying as long as there have been fen 
to say so. The prozines have beenj.n soery share just as long, but there will 
going to Hell, but I guess fans just like a warmer ciimate and most^me^includ- 

article, and that’s the biggestThis has been a typical 1964-type fanzine 
joke of all.
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R1
A-Exoellent / B-Very Good / C-Good / D-Poor/ E-Waste of Money

reviews of 
the paper
backs.

THE SPACE BARBARIANS by Tom Godwir/pyramid Books, R-993/50/

This novel, the sequel to Space Prison, is rather well written, with well con
structed action throughout. Keeping the readers guessing as to the outcome, 
the author manages to tell a fairly adult story of the future adventures of 
the inhabitants of Ragnarok, the world of 1.5 gravities, a world of bitter 
winters and boiling summers. The characters are well developed, although the 
women are not as detailed as the male counterparts, ’’hat is missing is any 
great descriptive detail. Thus there are several very interesting worlds vis
ited, yet none of them are developed very well. This dearth of descriptive 
detail however, can be overlooked as the pace of action is quite fast. Alto
gether the book is well written, fast and adventurous. The only thing wrong 
is the lack of a definitive ending, and the promise of further adventures is 
not fulfilled........................................  c>

FOUR FROM PLANET FIVE by Murray Leinster/Gold Medal Books, s937/40/

This is a rather typical Leinster novel of our hero versus the aliens/REMs/ 
things, and how he conquers them. It»s in the line of what the author’s been 
producing for the last thirty or so years. In this case, the things are seem
ingly human children who appear mysteriously over Antarctica in a space ship 
which crashes. Their purpose is seemingly to pave the way for a conquering 
fleet of aliens. When it is learned that they are from the distant past, at 
a time when the Fifth planet was blowing up and the earth is to be showered 
with chunks of planet, the action thickens. How our hero solves the worlds’ 
problems, helps the children, and ends the possibility of world war TH, 
makes for a fast, action packed, tale. And he gets his girl, too. The only 
thing I don’t like about Leinster books are alii thel exclamationl points!Xi 
they make the dialogue sound like A comic book.............  .......C.

MARTIAN TIME-SLIP by Philip F. Dick/Ballantine Books, U2191/50/

Offhe many science fiction books I’ve read this year, T think that this is the 
best written, the most Interesting of them all. Not since reading Heinlein’s 
future history series have I seen such really good writing. The story line is 
very simple. It Is the deviations, the back journeying that makes the plot so 
very real. In fact, T found I could identify completely with several of the 
characters, and were It not that the scene was Mars, this might be an excell
ent novel of union and government intrigue. Jack Bohlen acts like a person, 
which is, if you think, a rare accomplishment for a science fiction writer. 
On the whole, the most fascinating part of the novel Is the interesting way 
that the paths of all the characters ultimately meet and cross. They seen to 
be all one gigantic jigsaw puzzle, and a very Interesting one at that.,I 
think that Philip K. Dick is the best writer to come along in science fiction 
in the past several years, and if he keeps up his high standards, the way he 
did in Man In The High Gastie, he may develop into one of the truly great 
writers -that we seem to be lacking in much of the nresent output. Tn fact, I 
wouldn’t be surmised to see this book win the Hugo............... ........A.
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THE HAMELIN PLAGUE by A. Bertram Chand ler/5ionarch Books, 390/35/

Monarch seems to have key control of the mediocre sf outlets. Of the several 
from the company that I’ve read, all are second rate stories. This novel is 
rather typical of their books. It is the story of the buildup to and the take
over of the Earth by mutated rats, cunningly clever fiends. Though an interest
ing story idea, it’s counterparts have been appearing for many years now. Prob
ably the best take-over story was Day Of The Triffids, which appears now in the 
movies. Though Chandler is stuck with a worn out theme, he attempts to make the 
most of it, and his plot does stick together. What is lacking is any originality, 
for the books’ characters are straight out of a MasterPlots nightmare- Barrett, 
hard yet soft with the women, his wife Jane, who will not give herself to him, 
the seductive Pamela, The blustery admiral, and an assorted oast of stock char
acters. And, of course, Dr. Piper, the one track mind scientist, with his inev
itable death ray with the strange side affect. Chandler also leaves many threads 
unwoven. What happened to that Russian Cosmonaut? Is he still circling, awaiting 
an answer from our hero? The author also fails to develop the craving qualities 
of the death ray beyond the barest minimum.

The one saving grace of the book are tho excellent descriptive ship’s scenes, 
the overabundant passages about the handling and sailing of an intra-coastal 
steamer. Yet even these pluses are not related to the book, and we come to know 
the workings of the ship better than v:e know the workings of Barrett’s mind, ’ ere 
this the first novel of a newcomer, I could forgive many of these faults, But 
from Chandler I would never expect such poor writing....B«

THE GODS HATE KANSAS by Joseph Mlllard/Monarch Books, 414/40/

This book arrears to be expanded from an earlier novelette In Startling Stories.
It has not gained anything in the retelling. It arrears that Monarch is now 
permanently un to the 40/ price mark. At the same time the quality of their sf 
is definately Improving. Millard’s novel bogins on a trite footing as alien 
intelligences Inside meteorites take over investigating scientists. Beyond the 
1930-lsh handling at the beginning, however, the plot rolls raridly along gain
ing speed and intrigue. The author handles the plot fairly well, though the 
characters fail to show any depth of emotion. This I suppose is due to the date 
of the earlier story, at a time when the main character as a person was largely 
neglected. The feverish excitement builds up nicely, and all the strides and 
setbacks of our hero are smoothly done. The major surprise in the book is the 
ending} the surprise helps to end the book conclusively and to sort out the 
loose ends into a neat bundle. On the whole, I think that this is a rather 
slight book taken from a current outlook, but it stands up very well with litt
le change in the plot after these past ten years.............  0.

m<DSK°iNWWRDLA/ BY Marion Zliraner Bradley/Ace doulfe books, F-273/40/

This author, newly burst on the professional scene, is rapidly carving a niche 
for herself in a highly competitive field. This novel and first collection do 
much in furthering her claims to quality stories.’Falcons’ is a first rate 
science fantasy with plenty of intrigue and fast moving action. Though the auth
or is faced with the intricate problem of shifting personalities smoothly sev
eral times throughout the novel, this is done culetly and smoothly. The only de
fect of the plot is the failure to further develop the character of Andy and the 
result of having Adrie Inhabit his brother’s body. Also, atthe end of the story, 
when it is learned that our hero must stay in the futute world until he can re
turn, and then we see him go to Cynara, we wonder what ever came of Andy and his 
own predicament. This is the only weak point in the plot, the rest very well done, 
almost to the point that Brackett would have done it....................... B.
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In the Dark Intruder, Marion Z. Bradley does eaually well in the short 
story. Here is the story of the young man inhabited by an alien intelligence? 
the secret operative bank from a closed off India with a strange message? the 
little boy and his strange playmate, and others. All the stories are very well 
done. The author remarks that these cover a period from 195? to 196?, and hopes 
that we do not see which is from which. Personally, I do not. There is a very 

handelin& of inheritance, and we see that the author is concerned 
with the characters as peorle, not primarily as vehicles for a riot. The finest 
story I consider to be 'Black and hits’, a tale of the day after the Bomb, and 
the unfolding of the characters is really well done. For the first collection 
of a hitherto unknown or little published author, this is a very good sampling 
of her wares................................................................A.

THE STAR KING by Jack Vance/Berkley 
Books, F905/50/

This is the second book by a Hugo winn
er to be reviewed here, and I believe 
that there is a profound difference be
tween the two. ' here Dick's book shows 
the same excellent use of language that 
helped net him the Hugo, Vance’s does not. 
The difference between the two is that 
where Dick has mastered the language 
and has combined it with an excellent 
plotn Vance was merely using a new idea, 
i.e., the breeding of P.O. .’s for the 

‘ • o'ther side’s purposes. In this novel,
C' familiar plot developments that

1 ^ne author has been using for so long
. , ; • stand out. Aprart from the locale, there

* . .is nothing in this novel to distinguish
• it from countless other detective stor™

ies. And because Vance’s hero was shaped 
by outside influences, mainly his Grand

father, we have no opportunity for the author to show his talents slowly devel
oping. Thus, the main fault of the book is the frozen personality of Gerson; he 
is no different, he has grown none from the beginning to the end. The action 
scenes that there are leave nothing wanting, though they may be a bit more sub
tle than the average reader would desire; there are no blood and guts scenes to 
capture the reader’s imagination. On the whole, this is a well written, a well 
Plotted book. The most interesting parts, to my mind, were the various bits of 
reference at the beginning of each chapter. The main fault of the book was it’s 
commonplace plot, and from a Hugo winner I expect much more............... C.

DOCTOR TO THE STaRS by Murray Leinster/Pyramid Books, F-987/40/

This is a collection of three of the Med Ship yarns. Of these, I liked Tallien 
Three the best. The story deals with a type of disease which renders the vic>= 
timttm a member of a certain society which hates all others on the planet. How 
Calhoun solves this makes this a very interesting tale. Though the stories are 
the same that the author has been turning out for the last quarter century, they 
still hold the reader enthralled. I think that Jenkins is a mistake as a writ
er; he would have made a very good researcher. The cover compliments the writ
ing inside, for bchoerfer has captured the spirit of adventure that Leinster has 
in his stories. And now I must stop, for it seems my typewriter has broken. On 

\the whole, a well filled collection,, bringing us more of the author’s excellent 
■- »«d Service stories....... ....................... u
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Th® fact: that way need help at conventions teoaus® they mistake their 
monetary or transportation nosds ie rather obvious to any fan who has attended 
a convention. I bar® therefor© instigated a fund where f®n oan go for aid in 
urgencies of thia sort. I started calling it the Keo-Fuad becauseit was or
iginally to help thoes young fen who none to a con with what they think is ad
equate money and then find that they have underestimated, their needs and are 
broke- and without transportation at the end of ths con.

Most of these fen had gotten monoy from soeio other fen until now. Wsy 
considered it a duty of th® other X@n to help them; it seems, and thus they mde 
little or no effort ajt all to repay that which they had borrowed. How, with the 
Heo-Fund they can borrow the needed money, but they are obligated to pay it back 
in a set length of time. If th® money is not returned we have taken measures to 
see that they do not get aid from th© fen at other com;.

I said that I originally set ths fund up with th© neo® in mind, but I would 
like to set thia up as a fan-fund in the future, from which any fen might borr- ' 
ow and pay bask th® sum borrowed. I hop® that this could booom® a solf-support- 
lag fund like that of the Ford Foundation., continually built up from interest it 
would draw at the bank.

However, to get this really under way, 'we need, a great deal more money then 
w® now have. For th® aura of two dollars you oan become © austwin-lng monber. This 
will entitle you to yearly receive a eppy of the financial report and work'and ’ 
activities of the funds committee. Ton >111 so® what your small contribution 
will do to help those in need. Smaller sums ar© of course appreciated, and even 
pennies account for a great deal of th® funds collected. Ths BSFA, WA, and 
BSFA groups pass the hat at meetings, and a good many dollars have been gained 
by this method.You too isay do this with your group ©nd iether turn th® raemy so 
collected over to one of th® committee members of th© fund, or to me,

Harriett G. Kolchak / 2330 K. Hancock St. / Philadelphia, Pennsylvania / 19133

If you are interested ih furthering fandom and in maintaining it fer a fut
ure generation or if you are in a position whore you yourself may need aid in 
the future, now is th© him© for you to add on to the funds already collected, am 
to establish something which fandor. can b® proud of.

The committee thus far has established rules and regulations for th® fund© 
on hand.Ztg ths fund continues to grow we will revise these regulations until the y 
oovor all the needs of fandom. I have on hand some pamphlets containing the names* 
of committee members and th© tentative charter we ar® using. You ar® welcome to 
write for one.

One of our urgent needs now ir ast and authors to writ® a story, poem, or 
something w® oan us® In a book w wish to print and soil to help add to pur 
funds. Wo will have th© book ccpywritt®a for th® safety of those who do not 
wish their material misused, and for th© safety of the fund as well. Wo would 
appreciate hearing' from any author or artist in Pro fandom who would b® willing 
to cooperate in this project with us.

All funds, rsquesta for pmphlets, and offers of aid may b® sent to me : ' 
the above address or turned over to Jimmy Taurasl, Frank Prieto, Don StudeW. , 
Milton Spahn, or, on the west coast, Forrest Ackerman.

Thank you for your kind attsntdoa.

Sect., Traas.,

Harriet G. Kolchak
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SCOP?, CORmiNER SMITH, ar-d the Mlf>-CROC-GLTHG NOW
by ££ Evers, our Incumbent

„ . , , article writer.
You have to be able to snaepenc belief and accept startling concepts and 

innovations without understanding them to ©ope with th© present day world. Ou: 
asylums are filling with people who are withdrawing from a world that they 
cannot comprehend. Fundamentalist fanatics condemn scientific advancement aa 
"Evil", Th® rst of us have adapted to accepting things we don’t understand 
without demanding a full explanation of their operations The latter is about the 
°hly way to live these days as no on® has the time, nor leas the ability, to Ino w

TMs\18 one poasibl* reason for th® collapse of mod
ern religion => faith in God has been replaced by faith in so fence,,

Noct SF writers are clinging to the era when a Ben Franklin or a Tho « Ed
ison could have a working knowledge of most fields of science - notice that one 
man is responsible for most of the imaginative or original thinking in the bi-

1 ?{ Stories. Most current SF writers also try to explain their fic
tional inventions and concepts in detail, and almost alwys fail - how can you 
explain a. faster-thau-llght drive that involves either discrediting or circum- 
enting che theory of relativity whsm neither writer nor reader even understands 

th® Einstein theory? And an unsuocasisful explanation strains th© credibility of 
the story. So Cordwainer Smith doesn’t ©ven try to explain the work!are of his 
iuture worlds. This is why many SF readers Smith such a dtaturbinrly diff
erent author. ’ J

In a Gordwainer Smith story you simply son his world in action without any 
mechanical or theoretical explanations, forcing the reader to employ the same 

on belief regarding man'u creations that he uses in ordinary life. 
iw’wJ. *“» 6. !Ot °f thc83 who us© SF e® an escape into th© past, in
tn© bdIson-Franklin era when there ma an explanation for everything selena® lid 
and God was th© explanation for everything naience didn't do. The rest of us, 

wbo want to escape into th® future for n session of imagination stretching 
llnd bmlch on® of th® very few present SF writerevyhos© stories have tho imwrin - ’ 
ation and scope that we want.

vsiith is the only SF writer whose fictional worlds are extrapolations of 
io world of i960,rather than 1915. He is the only author who has attempted rw/ 

extensive or realistic treatment of san’a ever increasing tendency to oharj s 
himself into something higher, Lowei , or just plain different fro® what hr s 
now. (And if you think we aren’t currently engaged in changing man, think the 
changes we can make in an individuals body chemistry by correcting the amount of 
thyroxin, insulin, etc. tn the blocdstream.) He is the only author who realises 
that man will soon bo able to create intelligencea ecual to himself but will, 

“©If-preservation,. have to make them inferior to man himself, and that man 
will fail in these safe-guards. He is th© only SF writer whose works have a tru© 
sense of scope based on present knowledge- he tries to describe worlds as much 
beyond ours as we are beyond th© world of Franklin’s day. Smith is the only auth
or of realistic SF extent at the present - the truly realistic story ie the one 
which you still admit is poiiribl® after you finish reading it.

Cordwainer Smith is tho answer to the rut SF ia in at the present, but he 
may never be as popular as he deserves to be simply because moat readers of SF 
arc looking for neat, tight explanations of Implausible super-inventiohs and 
not for truely imaginative writing. And what to do about that I don’t know. Alli 
I can say ab? Moy you yukkinh SF Feeders, get fclth it in the mind-cropgling NO? 
Hey, Cordwainer Smith, start writing novels so I can start enjoying book-form 
SF again! ——a.—a
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Andrew™-
Got a copy of ALGOL 4 in a bundle from Seth Johnson. Noted you mentioned 

that I could get the next copy for a LoC, so here goes*
Reproduction was preety nice. In fact, ouite legible. And I liked your 

four color cover(counting white). I especially dug the illo for "In Search 
Of Light".

And "In Search Of Light" was better than most fan fiction I’ve seen. 
Altho, for some reason the last sentence on the first page of it does bug me. 
I quote: "Sufferihg agonies, I passed out."

"Suffering agonies/? Good grief.
AnyHovFj "n£h’e_'t?iing "rambled on fairly well, until chapter 3, which left me 

cold. Good idea, true, but it sems somehow it could have been written in a 
manner more conv'ncing.

As for comics, I couldn’t agree more. Reminds me of the other day. I was 
thumbing thru the magazine rack in a drug store, looking in vain for a copy of 
FfrSF, when this eat in his mid twentieis walked in. Motorcycle jacket, old levis 
hair hanging all over his eyes, pomade and dandruff dripping down the back of 
his neck. Well, you get the picture. Of course, I need go no further. Needless 
to say, without hesitation, he zeroed in on the comic book rack.

Of course, POGO is a different story, but I won’t go into that. I suppose, 
in the purely technical sense, POGO is a comic. However...as for comic-book 
fandom, I agree--a dead end. I want no part of it.

RE: Goldwater. If he wins, can anybody give me information on how to take 
out Canadian citizenship?

Nice looking zine.
Yours, 

Robin A'ood/Box 154/Amador City, California.
7 //////>//// Z/////Zff / 7////ZZ7/////////////////'i!///////i t / ! / //

Tear Andy, 22 March 1964
Maybe there's something after all to the JWCJr. theory of editorializing. 

Now if the next issue of ALGOL carried advertisements for slaves...
And I think you and your readers might be interested in a collection of 

documented, unbelievably reactionai’y and/or laughable Goldwater quotes coll
ected by the ADA (1341 Connecticut Ave. N^, ’ash. 6) iftlt’s entitled" through 
the Looking Glass, Darkly", and it costs 50^ I’ve never seen a man with Gold
water’s ability to cut his throat with his own tongue. The best arguements 
against conservatism remain the conservative’s o~n statements.

Stay Well,
John Boardman/592 16th Street/Brooklyn, ny, 11218
///////////////////////////////////r////7////////////////////////////////////////
This letter I will print verbatim. It takes the fugghead award of this issue-AD 
Dear Andrew:

Hil A postcard isn’t my idea of a real introduction but gosh, xuesse what 
youse got, and I happen to have a card for a few remarks. Firstly, would you 
like to correspond? Second, most teachers don’t disserve the right to teach 
us. Third, I don’t remember that one, but I gotta Real I’ar, '58, with the 
whole issue decated to THE WAR TN SPACE. Afew imusing predictions. Also got 
a Science Year *60 (or 59, they never macle it clear) thats real gut.(gut is 
german for good, youk’nw)Ah well, I ///// (O’boy) guess that after I 
(Humph) finish typing out ///(o’come now) my return that /// (*H ’)(#) space 
will be ran out of. So, Gut to meet you. (now you will kinsff out wHo it is who 
writes nutty potatoe cards
Clyde Kuhn/615 Pacheco Blvd./Los Banos, Calir. 93635

I guess it takes all kinds, doesn't it?- andrew porter



WHY YOU8 RE GETTISG THISi
( ) you contribed

( ) you LoC'ed

( ) fox* frees nextiah

( )you have artwork inside

( ) we trade

( ) X want to trade

( ) you're ny brother

( ) I want some (esqf®) artwork

( . ) you Bight be interested in «o®S” 
thing insidej LoC for nextish

C ) I’d Ilk® you to do a oolusm on?

U
2.) r

( ) Interesting? 15^ for uoxtieh

We regret to aay that the Trivia am 
Final thota DeparlKontB h®ve> died of 
laoktivity«


